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or dirty their shammas and lie on the ground when the
aeroplanes were overhead. Even if bombs were dropped
they were not to break cover.
He did not, I think, at first realise that the great majority
of the Italian planes would concentrate, as they did, on the
reconnaissance and dispersal of armies in the field. Nor
did anybody else in Addis Ababa. They all foresaw mass
air raids on the few towns and the single railway of Ethiopia,
or on marching columns.
As it was, the vast number of first-class machines, of
which the Italian Air Force disposed, literally tied to the
ground the guerrilla forces of Ethiopia. From dawn to
nightfall they kept up their droning survey ; and when
they had forced the guerrilla fighters under cover, they
exploited their supremacy by means which will later be
described.
Marching could only be done at night, as the Emperor
knew. Considering that most of his troops were strangers
to the province of Tigre, where the war was fought, control
over these scrambling columns was going to be a serious
business.
Guerrilla warfare depends in the second place on the
readiness of the civilian population to support, feed, hide,
encourage the guerrilla fighters. In its true form, in Spain,
it was originally the war of the whole population.
The Tigre population were ready at first to support the
fighting men ; they followed Ras Seyyurn rather than
Dedjazmatch Haile Selassie Gucsa.
Aerial retribution, as intensive as it was rapid, was loosed
upon the civil population of the Tigre villages. Areas
where Ethiopian forces were believed to lurk were smashed
up, and punitive expeditions followed to burn churches
and search for arms.
It was the Emperor's plan to abandon part of the Tigre
to the invader. The population here, ceded to the Italians
by the exigencies of the Emperor's League policy and his
guerrilla tactics, were made to understand clearly that so
long as they supported the war they would be decimated,
and that when they ceased to support it they would be left
in their huts in peace.
Warfare against the civilian population magnifies the
differences which already exist between its component

